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Day in the life...

One of the spacious new bays

A&E Majors corridor

Members of the A&E in the brand new unit

New X-ray suite

First phase of new Emergency
Department complete
T

he first phase of the £12m redevelopment of the Emergency Department
at Chelsea and Westminster Hospital is
complete—with a new, larger majors
treatment area, emergency observation
unit and new imaging suite, including a
CT scanner.

The charity for the hospital, CW+, has
worked with clinicians, designers and
artists to help improve the environment
for both patients and staff. Light, colour,
smell and sound affect hormones, brain
activity and the way people behave.
CW+’s art and design will help to
minimise anxiety and improve clinical

outcomes, such as reduced waiting times,
stress, pain and faster recovery.

to redeveloping the Emergenc y
Department.

New staff rooms have also been
completed and a new fracture clinic
opened on 6 November.

“The redevelopment will mean more
space, more staff and state-of-theart equipment to treat patients in an
emergency.

Lead A&E Consultant Michelle Earby
said: “Everyone involved in the process
is determined to ensure that everything
about our new Emergency Department
is of the very highest quality for our
patients and our staff.
“Completing this first phase is a great
step forward and goes a long way

Christmas
At West Mid

Wednesday 16 December, 4–6pm

at Chelsea and Westminster
Thursday 17 December, 4–6pm

“We are one of the best performing
emergency departments in England,
with the majority of our patients are
seen and treated within the four-hour
national target, and we want the
environment in which patients are seen
to be of the same high standard as our
clinical care.”

The aim is to complete the redevelopment, with the addition of a new
resuscitation room and children’s A&E,
during the summer of 2016. As part of
this work, the children’s A&E department
has now moved into the previous majors
area. We are working hard to ensure
that disruption to patients and staff is
minimised while works take place.
The number of people using the
department has doubled since it was
first built and this redevelopment seeks
to ensure it continues to provide the
very best service possible to all those
who attend.

C

hristmas is nearly here and staff,
patient s and local people are
encouraged to come along to the various
events taking place at both hospitals
during this special time of the year.

The annual ‘Light up a life’ event also
takes place at both sites—this is a nonreligious occasion giving people the
opportunity to remember loved ones
and celebrate their lives.

There will be carol services and other
fun, festive events including live
entertainment, Christmas market stalls
and Santa’s grotto.

See page 5 for full details of what’s
on offer as part of the Christmas
celebrations and where and when these
events are taking place.

News in brief

Lesley’s view by Lesley Watts, Chief Executive

Flu jab helps protect
staff and patients
Flu immunisation is helping keep
staff and patients well this winter,
and the trust continues toward its
target of 75% of frontline staff, which
amounts to more than 3,200 staff.
As of 20 November, 1,666 frontline
staff had been immunised against
flu—39% against our target of 75%.
Being on target with the number of
immunisations means we are well placed
to protect our patients..

100,000 Genomes Project
The 100,000 Genomes Project—which
seeks to map people’s whole genome—
is now live for rare diseases and the trust
hopes to go live for cancer in January
2016. This means that after passing
quality assurance tests, the trust has
approval from NHS England to start
recruiting to the rare diseases part of
the study. Anyone already using genomic
medicine who would like to know more,
or has patients who may be interested in
taking part in the study, please contact
rainer.golombek@chelwest.nhs.uk.

Boost to chaplaincy team

and experience that the team provide.
Phase one has opened a brand new
majors treatment and emergency
observation unit, a state-of-the-art
imaging/CT scanner suite and new staff
rooms, as well as the new fracture clinic.

W

elcome to the second edition of
our joint newsletter which features
the latest news about our two main
hospitals.

November saw the opening of phase
one of our new Emergency Department
at Chelsea and Westminster. The
Emergency Department sees and treats
the wide majority of patients within
the national four-hour target but the
environment itself needed to be brought
up to the standards of the clinical care

Not only have we developed the clinical
environment, with major investment in
the latest imaging equipment available
in the NHS, but our charity CW+ has
raised money as part of their £600,000
appeal to develop art and design in the
department in order to provide a calmer,
better environment for patients and
staff at what is often a very stressful
hospital visit. The entire redevelopment
will be completed by next summer and I
would like to thank our commissioners as
well as the charity for their investment.
However, one key issue all hospitals face
in winter is record numbers of patients
trying to access A&E, which then puts
pressure on all our hospital services.
Please read the Speaker’s Corner article

Consultant shares expertise
at Portuguese symposium

on the back page which gives the view
of one of our emergency consultants
on the types of non-urgent medical
conditions they see on a daily basis which
should not mean a trip to A&E. There are
a number of small practical steps we can
all take to keep healthy this winter, which
more often than not will mean you don’t
require a visit to hospital.
I’d like to highlight the range of events
we will be holding. I’d like to thank our
staff and governors for their efforts to
help us host such important community
events and I really hope you and your
families will be able to come along and
help celebrate your local hospital.
Finally, even though I have only been
chief executive since September, in this
short time I have personally witnessed
many instances of fantastic care our
team provides for our patients. I’d like
to acknowledge their hard work in 2015.
Wishing you a happy Christmas and
healthy start to 2016.

Antibiotic
Awareness Day

E

uropean Antibiotic Awareness
Day took place recently to raise
awareness of how to use antibiotics to
keep them effective for the future.

Antibiotics are essential medicines for
treating bacterial infections. They are a
life-saving medication but are frequently
used inappropriately or when they are not
needed, which has resulted in them losing
their effectiveness. Without effective
antibiotics, many routine treatments will
become increasingly dangerous.
The Reverend Sebastian Mani (right)
has begun work as a full-time Christian
and Generic Chaplain for the trust. He
is a Baptist minister and has worked for
Ipswich Hospital NHS Trust for the last
four years. The Reverend Father Allan
Satur OSM (left) has been appointed
part-time Roman Catholic and Generic
Chaplain and he will job-share with Sister
Rosalie Crowley. Father Allan, who is
based at the Servite Church in Fulham
Road has been a volunteer with the trust
chaplaincy team for three years.

Non-executive
director changes
A new non-executive director has been
appointed by the Council of Governors
to serve the expanded population now
covered by Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital NHS Foundation Trust. Nick
Gash, former Chairman of West
Middlesex University Hospital NHS
Trust, has been appointed as a voting
non-executive director for a period of
three years from 1 November 2015. Sir
John Baker has formally retired from his
post as a voting non-executive director
having served four years.

Trust staff appointed to
international AIDS Society
The trust’s Clinical Service Director
for HIV, Dr Anton Pozniak, has been
appointed as President Elect of the
International AIDS Society (IAS) and
will take up the role in two years’ time.
HIV Consultant Professor Mark Nelson
has been appointed to the position of
Chair of HIV Medicine (Professor of HIV
Medicine) at Imperial School of Medicine.
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C

onsult ant Gast roenterologist
at Chelsea and Westminster, Dr
Marcus Harbord, recently spoke to
a group of 40 gastroenterologists at
the annual meeting of the Portuguese
Inflammatory Bowel Disease Society.

More than 2,500 patient s across
Chelsea and Westminster and West
Mid hospitals have inflammatory bowel
disease. They are now served by a joint
multidisciplinary team, which shares
expertise and clinical support.

Antimicrobial Pharmacist, Stephen
Hughes, said: “Any use of antibiotics,
whether appropriate or not, drives
antimicrobial resistance. A key driver
for selecting resistant strains in patients
is prolonged exposure to antibiotics,
particularly broad spectrum agents.
“To minimise further resistance we
must strive to reduce inappropriate
prescriptions and reduce prolonged use
of antibiotics wherever possible.”

Top tweets

Matt Barn
field

@mattbar

Kirsten Lonsdale

@KirstenCanTalk

Praise the #NHS when it’s
due! Great and efficient car
e
for my hapless husband
@Kit2Kids @WestMidHospi
tal
today!
10:36am • 24 Oct 2015

Megan Hession
@MeganHession

Kudos to the A&E staff
@ChelwestF T for making this
Yank as good as new & in a timely
manner. Not sure who treated me
but he was amazing.

nfield1

Huge than
k
#NHS staff you to the fantastic
a
who looke t @WestMidHospita
d after my
l
2y
night. Espe
cially Tracy, r old last
Starlight
nurse on

10:22am •

15 Nov 2015

5:50pm • 6 Nov 2015

Sue Wallman

@SWallman

tor
Sophie Ellis-Bex
@SophieEB

amazing staff
Big thanks to the elsea &
Ch
of @ChelwestF T
ital. They made
sp
ho
er
st
in
Westm
the world as
Jesse’s arrival in
be.
d
ul
smooth as co
2015
7:47pm • 13 Nov

Steve Bray

@SteveBray999

Big big thank you to the
hard working staff in A&E
@WestMidHospital. Looked like a
very busy shift today but we still
had first class care

@ChelwestF T Pls thank the
phlebotomists on this morni
ng
who were v kind to my dau
ghter
who fainted
3:30pm • 5 Nov 2015

8:51pm • 8 Nov 2015
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Kathryn Mangold

Day in													 Lead Nurse for Learning
the life
Disabilities and Transition

I

have worked for the trust for 11 years
in various roles and was appointed
in November 2014 but only started
working four days a week in the post in
March 2015. Prior to that, I had a number
of roles in Women’s Services including
Lead Nurse and General Manager.

I have been a staff governor, representing the nursing and midwifery staff in
the trust, for four years. This is a very interesting role and it has been fascinating
to be involved with the integration of
Chelsea and Westminster and West Mid
hospitals.
One of the most valuable things about
this role—and my daily work—is talking
to patients and staff in order to gather
people’s views and help ensure that any
developments reflect the views of staff
and patients.

8:30am
I usually start early and on this particular
morning, I am teaching a course on how
we can improve care and the best ways
to communicate with patients with a
learning disability. Training courses are
available for all staff groups. Today I have
a group of around 20 band 5 nurses, but
it can often be a whole range of staff.
Since this training programme began,
I have trained more than 500 staff.
Each group can vary between 6 and
60 people, but today’s group of 20 is
ideal and everyone seems involved and
engaged as they learn about how we can
adjust our care, think differently and act
creatively for our patients, their families
and carers.
The training can take anything between
30 minutes and two and a half hours—
today we finish after an hour.

10am
After the morning’s training session, I
walk back to Cavaye Place where my
desk is currently situated, to get a bit of
time to catch up on emails. This gives
a chance to review those patients who
have been flagged as having a learning
disability. We have a very efficient
system, where a flag can be put onto

a patient’s electronic record which will
identify those patients with particular
needs and it’s part of my job to ensure
those needs are met.

a mother who wanted to stay overnight
with her adult daughter who has a
learning disability; the side room was
not available and the fold-up bed was
not suitable. We managed to arrange
a stay in the patients’ hotel which they
were really pleased about.

The first thing I need to establish is
whether they are at the hospital as an
inpatient or an outpatient. When I have
established where they are, I need to be
sure we are well placed to resolve any
questions or issues they or their families
may have.

2:45pm

Today, I visit a patient on the ward. A key
part of my role is to be on hand if any
help or advice is needed. One of the
best means we have to record patients’
needs is the hospital passport. Today I
work with a patient and their family to
record what the patient likes to be called,
their likes and dislikes and whether they
need a wheelchair or any other special
assistance.

3pm

Today, there are 12 patients on the
system, so I’ll need to put some time
aside over the next few days to ensure
all their needs are met. The note on the
electronic patient records care plan is
very effective in helping us plan our care
and any special actions we need to take.
Chelsea and Westminster and West Mid
hospitals are working closely together
with our community learning disability
teams to create a new joint hospital
passport.

Quick telephone call to the communications department to check that they
have received the photographs sent in
by one of the mothers on the transition group for the Carers’ Rights Day
poster—good news, all is fine.

Other issues to deal with include
possible delays to patients being
discharged, so I talk to a community
social worker and staff from a few
other organisations to come up with
a cohesive, comprehensive package of
care.
In all, it took about an hour on
the phone to sort things
out but it was well worth
it in the end as the
patient concerned
was back at home
within 24 hours.

4pm
I travel to West Mid for a meeting with
the trust’s Local Security Management
Specialist and a local Police Community
Support Officer to discuss how best to
implement the ‘Safe Place’ scheme
on both sites, which aims to support
adults with a learning disability who live
independently.
This is a fantastic scheme providing
help and advice to those who may feel
vulnerable, threatened or lost. There’s
an easy-read sticker which is put in the
window of hospitals, shops, and banks
to show that they will care for that
person with a learning disability until a
family member or carer can collect them.

5:30pm
Contact with our local community
groups is really important and at
5.30pm I head to a meeting at Mencap
in Hammersmith and Fulham, where we
have a really productive discussion and
a chance to explain the ‘Safe
Place’ scheme and the
new trust transition
guidelines with a
group of young
people.

11:30am
I have a meeting with lead nurses and
matrons from both sites. There are
about 20 people at the meeting, so
today it makes sense to have a video
conference call. This works really well
and we have a varied and constructive
discussion on how to improve staff
recruitment and retention.

1pm
It’s a busy day so I have lunch at my
desk, then it’s back on to the wards to
see patients who have a learning
disability and their families, to talk
about issues or difficulties they
are facing. Today’s challenge is

60

second
interview

Jane Lewis
Deputy Director of Corporate Affairs

Where did you go on your last holiday?
In early October, we went to Dubrovnik, Croatia for the
first time. We stayed in the Bay of Lapad, a beautiful
location near Dubrovnik. It’s amazing to think that
the civil war only took place in the early 1990s and
sad to learn of the loss of so many lives and of the
destruction of some of the Gothic, Renaissance and
Baroque buildings which had survived a previous
earthquake in 1667.

Which talent do you wish you had?
One of my biggest regrets is not listening to my
parents and continuing to learn the piano. I reached
grade 5 in my early teens but like many youngsters
had more important things to do (or so I thought).
We are lucky to have a piano at home and I have
promised myself I’ll start taking lessons again—the
only drawback is that my husband plays to me most

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital • West Middlesex University Hospital

days while I am cooking dinner so there isn’t quite the
same drive to get my fingers out as there should be.

What is your favourite book?
It is difficult to choose but the last book I read on
holiday was ‘A tiny bit marvellous’ by Dawn French.
It’s a funny story about the Battle family. It’s probably
not everyone’s cup of tea but if you have teenagers
it will give you a good belly laugh.

What is your favourite TV programme?
It has to be Gogglebox. The show never fails to make
me roar with laughter, it’s always a good tonic at the
end of a long week.

What is your motto?
Live well, laugh often, and love with all of your heart.
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Prestigious quality awards for top services
S

everal key services recently scooped
the top spot in the Council of
Governors’ Quality Awards, which seek
to recognise excellent services.
Consultant Orthopaedic Surgeon Rupen
Dattani (photo 1, right) won an award
for a mobile phone app guide for junior
doctors. The app summarises individual
responsibilities and departmental
protocols and acts as an aide memoire
for common orthopaedic conditions. It
was part funded by hospital charity CW+.

detailed reviews of pending lists with
particular attention by out of hours staff
and a range of other improvements.
Another notable success story was
the ‘Let’s get it right’ campaign (4) for
patients with a learning disability, which
seeks to ensure those with a learning
disability receive consistently good care
and access to services.

The Perinatal Mental Health Community
Education Provider Network Team (2)
picked up an award for its work to
address mental health problems among
new mothers.

Improving Care for People with
Dementia and Older People on Edgar
Horne Ward (5) also won an award for
a series of improvements, centred on
a weekly activity group organised and
run by CW+, as part of the Care of Older
People programme.

A n o t h e r p r o j e c t a i m s t o m a ke
laboratory results available within 60
minutes (3) in order to speed up the
diagnosis and throughput of patients
in the Emergency Department. The
West Middlesex Laboratory Team are
improving processes, carrying out

Council of Governors Quality Awards
Lead Governor Susan Maxwell said:
“These awards highlight examples of
the innovative work taking place across
the trust. Judges were surprised and
pleased at the number and quality of
applications to this year’s quality awards.”

1

est Mid recently welcomed 30
visitors to a special ‘Getting to
know your hospital’ event to help
improve the overall experience of
patients with learning disabilities and to
dispel any fears or concerns they might
have about coming to hospital.

The afternoon event started off in the
hospital’s Rumbles Restaurant with a
welcome from Karin Burke, West Mid’s
Deputy Director of Nursing. Visitors
were then taken in small groups
for tours of a range of the hospital’s
facilities.
This included: Accident and Emergency,
the Ambulatory Emergency Care unit,
the fracture clinic’s plaster room, the
anaesthetic room as well as the Ear, Nose
and Throat and Audiology outpatient
departments.

Karin said: “We know coming in to
hospital can be a daunting experience
so we organised this event to try and
make it a less scary place. We were able
to show everyone some of what we do
here, so hopefully it doesn’t seem as
frightening and overwhelming if they
ever have to come in for themselves. We
also received some great feedback and
suggestions for how we can improve and
make things even better for people with
learning disabilities.”
Jaspaul Vilkhu and Vaishali Arora from
Hounslow said: “It has been a really good
afternoon and we have learnt lots of
things about the hospital—we even saw
how a plaster cast is put on.
“All the staff are very friendly and helpful
and the hospital definitely seems less
scary to us now.”

Keep healthy this winter
D

octors and nurses from both
hospitals urge local people to
take some small practical steps to
keep themselves healthy this winter,
particularly those with long-term
conditions and those over 65, so they
do not require a visit to hospital.

People should protect themselves
against flu by getting the flu
vaccination. In 2014/15 there were
over 1,100 intensive care and high
dependency hospital admissions due
to the flu virus across England during
the flu season, including 100 deaths.
Those aged over 65, pregnant women,
carers and people with a long-term
health condition can receive a free flu
jab from their GP or pharmacist.
People should also make sure that they
keep warm in winter too. If possible the
temperature of people’s homes should
be at least 18°C (65°F). At the first sign of
illness, seek immediate advice and help
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from a pharmacist. Prescribed medicines
should be taken as directed and
remember to pick up any prescription
medicines before Christmas Eve.
West Mid Medical Director Roger Chinn
says: “Taking small steps such as having
the flu vaccination, eating well and
keeping warm will help ensure that you
are able to enjoy the upcoming festive
season, free from illness.
“If you do get ill, remember that there
are a range of different services that can
provide you with advice and treatment.
By accessing other local services where
appropriate, you will help our busy
staff in A&E concentrate their efforts
on caring for the most unwell and
vulnerable people as the cold snap hits.”
The Stay Well This Winter campaign
can help you better prepare for winter.
Visit www.rightcarenwlondon.nhs.uk for
more information.
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Event helps people with
learning disabilities
W
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Experts lead the
way in support of
lung cancer patients
L

ung cancer experts have made
national recommendations to help
support the care and experience of
patients with lung cancer.

T h e wo r k in g gro up, c haire d by
consultant in medical oncology Dr Tom
Newsom-Davis, has made a series of
recommendations, including funding
for a national campaign, a targeted lung
cancer screening programme and for
GPs to be able to make direct-access
referrals for CT scans.
The report also calls for all chest X-rays
and CT scans to be formally reported
to people requesting them within four
days and a clinical nurse specialist to
be available to all patients undergoing
investigations for suspected lung cancer.
Dr Newsom-Davis said: “The high rates
of emergency diagnosis mean many lung
cancer patients are diagnosed when
their disease is too advanced for curative
treatment. Our recommendations offer
tangible proposals for ways to reduce
emergency diagnoses and improve

the patient experience, including
targeted awareness campaigns, access
to specialist nurses and improved
communication between primary and
secondary care clinicians.
“By placing the patient at the centre
of their own care I believe we can
change the rhetoric of lung cancer as
Britain’s biggest cancer killer to one
of a treatable disease, improving both
patient experience and survival rates.”
Public Health Minister Jane Ellison
MP said it is important to maintain a
relentless focus on reducing the causes
of cancer.
Dr Penny Woods, Chief Executive of
the British Lung Foundation, said: “Late
presentation and diagnosis are key
reasons for the very poor survival rates
from this disease, which are worse in the
UK than in the rest of Europe and the US.
“Diagnosing lung cancer at an earlier
stage could greatly improve the success
of treatment and, therefore, survival.”
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Christmas
At West Mid

Wednesday 16 December, 4–6pm

at Chelsea and Westminster
Thursday 17 December, 4–6pm

Come and join us!
H

ere are all the details you need
to make sure Christmas 2015
is one to remember.

There will be entertainment from
musical performers, including a regular
favourite, Dick Laurie’s Elastic Band.

Carol services

There will be lots of entertainment for
all the family including a Santa’s Grotto,
face painting, teddy bear hospital (bring
your teddy or dolly for a check-up),
gingerbread decorating and much more.

Thu 10 Dec, 12pm–12:45pm
at Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital
Chelsea and Westminster’s multi-faith
chapel will be holding their annual carol
service on the ground floor this year.
Stop by and join the staff choir for some
festive singing.

light up

a life

Join us for an
annual event to
remember our
loved ones who
are no longer
with us

Thu 10 Dec, 2pm–3pm at West
Middlesex University Hospital
West Mid will once again welcome the
Royal Military School of Music and the
Gumley House School choir for the carol
service. Patients, staff and visitors are
all welcome to join in the main atrium.

Christmas events
Wed 16 Dec, 4–6pm at West
Middlesex University Hospital

A fresh look at the intranet
W

ork is ongoing to move content from
the two old trust intranets on to the
new, joint intranet which was created
when Chelsea and Westminster and West
Mid came together as one organisation.
Policies, guidelines, forms and other
key documents are being harmonised
so they are appropriate for both sites,
unless there is a genuine requirement for
separate site-specific documents.

To ensure that the new intranet meets
the needs of all staff, a number of user
experience sessions have taken place at
each hospital.
Over the coming months staff will notice
further changes to the intranet, including

an increase in content as more and more
documents are moved onto it.
This process will be followed by a second
phase in the intranet’s development,
which will bring some exciting new
features including the ability to recognise
users via their network login and deliver
tailored content.
If you have any ideas or suggestions for
the intranet then please contact Richard
Elliott at richard.elliott@chelwest.nhs.uk
or call 020 8321 6342 (short dial 72 6342).
For any queries about clinical policies and
guidelines, please contact Ryan Gibbs
via ryan.gibbs@chelwest.nhs.uk or call
020 3315 7581 (short dial 72 57581).

National bronchoscopy
course to improve skills
and patient care
T

he first Bronchoscopy in Intensive Care
course recently took place at Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital.

The course was organised by Dr Suveer
Singh and Dr Linsey Christie and aimed
to improve the skills of intensive care
doctors in this technique. It has been
approved by the Royal College of
Anaesthetists and endorsed by the
Intensive Care Society.
The 27 delegates heard a series of lectures in the CW+ Medicinema, followed
by small group demonstrations and lots
of hands-on simulated workshops in the
hospital’s Centre for Clinical Practice.

The participants also had the unique
opportunity to improve their skills on
a high-fidelity simulator, which is a
computerised manikin allowing them
to visualise what their bronchoscopy
would be like for a real patient.
Course Director Dr Suveer Singh,
Consultant in Respiratory and Intensive
Care Medicine, said: “Doctors in
intensive care require training on how
to perform this specialised procedure
and this postgraduate course addresses
this training need in a stimulating,
hands-on way that was thoroughly
enjoyed by all.”
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Christmas at West Mid will be a fun,
festive event for all the family with live
entertainment, Christmas market stalls,
the Giggle Doctors and much more.
There will even be a special visit from
Father Christmas himself in our Santa’s
Grotto.

Come to the CW+ charity stand and
make a Christmas card for a patient
on the wards and this year we will also
be celebrating the opening of the new
CW+Medicinema by providing special
tours on the day.
Christmas at Chelsea and Westminster
is free to attend so please encourage
friends and family to come along and
find out more about your local hospital.
Thank you to the Council of Governors
for funding these events.

Light up a Life
Come along to the annual ‘Light up
a Life’ event, which is a non-religious
occasion for the people to celebrate and
remember loved ones and patients who
are no longer with us.
The service includes a minute’s silence,
music and readings, followed by
refreshments.

Mon 21 Dec, 5:30pm at Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital
Hospital Garden, Nightingale Place (next
to the hospital car park entrance)

The event, which is free to attend, will
be opened by the Mayor of Hounslow,
Councillor Nisar Malik and is open to
everybody, so please join in for what will
be an enjoyable afternoon.

Tue 22 Dec, 5:30pm at West
Middlesex University Hospital

Thu 17 Dec, 4–6pm at Chelsea
and Westminster Hospital

Multi Faith Centre, West Middlesex
University Hospital

Christmas at Chelsea and Westminster
will take place from 4–6pm with Chelsea
Pensioners from the Royal Hospital
Chelsea officially opening the event.

For further information about any
of these event s, please cont act
caroline.pooley@chelwest.nhs.uk or
helen.appleton@chelwest.nhs.uk.

Local mental health and
wellbeing service receives
funding for innovative
eHealth project
T

he team behind West Mid’s Perinatal
Mental Health service has successfully
secured £17,000 to launch their own
eHealth project.

The project aims to support women
experiencing mental health issues
immediately before and after giving
birth, as well as the health professionals
working in this area of care.
The funding has been awarded by the
National Institute for Health Research:
Collaboration for Leadership in Applied
Health Research and Care for North
West London (CLAHRC NWL).
Louise Page, Consultant Obstetrician
at West Mid and project lead explains

how they plan to use the extra money:
“We want to develop and expand our
existing maternity website to provide
even more information for women on
the services we offer.
“This will include a more extensive list of
local contacts who can provide further
help and support to the women who
need it.”
The extra funding will also enable the
Perinatal Mental Health team to share
best practice by producing a wide
range of electronic learning materials
for fellow health professionals across
north west London. The eHealth project
is due to be completed by March 2016.
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Children’s zone

Movie
magic

P

atients are now enjoying the latest
film releases free of charge in the
heart of Chelsea and Westminster
Hospital.

When the space is not being used for
film screenings, it provides a teaching,
conference and lecture space for clinical
and teaching staff at the trust.

The state-of-the-art CW+ MediCinema
has capacity for 40 seats, 6 wheelchairs
and 5 beds, which enables patients to
enjoy time away from wards with their
loved ones. Two nurses are present
at every screening so patients can
continue to be cared for.

Our hospital charity CW+, as part of
their support to develop the cinema,
also commissioned artist Andy Council
to produce two bespoke murals which
span the exterior walls of the cinema.
Following consultation with patients,
Andy created a fox and a rhino artwork
which are made up of buildings and
local landmarks in the Chelsea and
Fulham area.

12-year-old Jack has been in hospital for
over eight months. His mum Steph said:
“It can be hard to keep Jack entertained,
especially as he has been in here so long,
so the CW+ MediCinema is really great.”
75 - year- old Harr y has al so been
enjoying the screenings. He said: “It
feels like a real cinema. It’s incredible
really. If I was marking it, I would give
it 11 out of 10.”

Children’s
Christmas party

Screenings are open to patient s,
their families and their friends—if
you would like to attend, please
email C W+ MediCinema Manager
charlie.law@chelwest.nhs.uk. If you
are a member of staff who would like
to book the space for teaching, please
email andy.denton@chelwest.nhs.uk.

Name change
for children’s
charity
T

h e C h i l d r e n’s
Hospit al Trust
Fund has changed
its name to Chelsea
Children’s Hospital
Charity.

The charity was set up
more than 30 years ago by a team of
paediatricians and paediatric surgeons.

A

children’s Christmas party is to be
held on the lower ground floor at
Chelsea and Westminster Hospital on 5
December—with face painting, magic,
dance and other entertainment.
Father Christmas will be at the party,
handing out gifts thanks to fundraising
by Chelsea Children’s Hospital Charity.
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The charity’s work over the last 30
years means children and their families
have benefited from the very latest
technology available in medical and
surgical equipment.
For further information please visit their
website www.chtrustfund.org.uk.

Chelsea Children’s Hospital Charity Christmas cards
These cards, designed and donated by internationally acclaimed illustrator Rosie
Brooks, are available to purchase for £5/pack. Order by emailing chtf@chelwest.nhs.uk
or calling 020 3315 8956.
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Research event draws 100 staff
A

recent research, audit and service
improvement event proved a hit
with a wide range of staff from both
hospitals. Around 100 people came along
to the day which showcased nearly 30
informative and eye-catching posters
and 20 presentations of local initiatives.

The morning was opened with an
introduction by Chief Executive Lesley
Watts and welcome from Assistant Chief
Nurse Barry Quinn, leading into a series
of multiprofessional presentations (see
spiritual care article below).
The lunchtime session and joint Grand
Round saw around 75 people hear Dr
Clare Turnbull, the national cancer lead
of the 100,000 Genomes Project, outline

how new technology is creating a radical
revolution of medicine in many clinical
areas.

Attitude award for
Dean Street

Clinical presentations and posters by the
medical teams made for a stimulating
afternoon, including a description
of Stepwise, a 12- month weight
management programme for potential
bariatric surgery patients.
Professor Derek Bell (Director of
Research & Development) said: “It was
fantastic to see so many members of
staff drop in on the day. We have had
some really good feedback from people
who welcomed the opportunity to hear
the latest developments in key areas of
patient care at our hospitals.”

Successful training day for GPs
M

ore than 50 GPs got together
recently for a day ’s training
on development s in the clinical
management of common patient
conditions.

Colleagues from clinical commissioning
groups played a central role in designing
the training day to focus on helping GPs
prevent patients from being referred
to hospital unnecessarily. Ten trust
consultants—including cardiologists,

dermatologists, gastroenterologists
and clinical haematologists provided
informative updates to this group of GPs.
GP Liaison Manager Justine Currie said:
“This was a very successful day, with
positive feedback from those who
attended. Early data indicates that there
has already been a slight shift in referral
patterns from practices—we hope to
run a second education day for GPs in
early 2016 to build on this success.”

Funding inspiring innovations
U

p to £50,0 0 0 is available for
initiatives that improve patient care
and experience and which generate cost
savings for the hospital thanks to CW+’s
Enterprising Health Partnership with the
trust, which supports innovative ideas
from staff.

Last year CW+ funded a £150,000 social
impact bond to provide a stop smoking
service for three years. This has achieved
its target for the first year with 112
people quitting—an estimated saving
of £100,000 for the NHS.
Enterprising Health Partnership has
recently funded RetVas, which is a
software programme that detects
a condition called Retinopathy of

Prematurity (ROP) which leads to
blindness in babies if not treated.
Consultant Ophthalmologist Clare
Wilson says: “We’re so excited to have
funding agreed by CW+. Currently ROP
can only be diagnosed by consultants—a
subjective assessment which takes time.
RetVas diagnoses automatically without
the need for a trained consultant.”
The team will explore using RetVas to
detect diabetic retinopathy, benefitting
millions living with diabetes and
potentially saving the NHS £43m a year.
If you are a member of staff with an
innovative idea to improve patients’ lives,
get in touch—ehp@chelwest.nhs.uk.

Multi-faith spiritual
care in hospital

S

ervices at 56 Dean Street recently
won Attitude Magazine’s community
award for 2015. Attitude Magazine
said that the sexual health and
wellbeing clinic at 56 Dean Street has

Glowing review for West Mid
Ambulatory Emergency Care
A

year after it first opened, the
Ambulatory Emergency Care (AEC)
service at West Mid has received a
very positive independent review by
Healthwatch Hounslow.

The AEC unit provides same - day
emergency care, avoiding unnecessary
admissions and allowing patients to
return home safely without the need
for an overnight stay. It was set up by
the hospital in close partnership with
Hounslow Clinical Commissioning Group,
other local organisations and patient and
carer representatives.

C

The unit has received excellent feedback
from patient s, carers and health
professionals, which was one of the
reasons Healthwatch Hounslow decided
to review the service now that it is fully
established.

Speaking at a recent event (see event
article above), they examined research
and explored examples of spiritual care
and the spaces in which it happens,
whether organised and in prescribed
places or in more unpredictable areas.

A Healthwatch representative spoke
to patients, GPs and staff as part of its
review, as well as examining the unit’s
performance. The report said: “The
service is extremely well thought of,
comprising a clearly dedicated staff
team which justifies consistently positive
feedback among patients and healthcare
professionals.”

hristina Beardsley, Head of Multifaith Chaplaincy and Susan Mansour,
Chaplaincy Volunteer recently gave a
fascinating insight into discovering,
creating and offering spaces for spiritual
care in hospital.

Christina said: “Spiritual care can happen
anywhere —at the bedside, in the
corridor, on staircases, in the lift, the
chapel, the sanctuary, the coffee shop,
outside the hospital, on the wards, in
the bays or in the side rooms. We are

committed to multi-faith provision and
to making spiritual care available to all,
by being approachable and accepting
of everyone.”
• The Tent on the 4th Floor at Chelsea
and Westminster is now open as the
permanent Muslim prayer space, with
facilities for ablution

Chelsea and Westminster Hospital • West Middlesex University Hospital

revolutionised sexual health services
and become a pioneer in LGBT care and
HIV awareness, both across the UK and
internationally.

One patient summed up their
experience of the AEC: “It is convenient
and pleasant and all is done in one place.”

Healthwatch noted the AEC succeeds in
avoiding admitting patients to hospital,
improving their overall experience
and ensuring they receive prompt
assessment and treatment, with followup care where necessary.
It also stated that the service has led
to substantial cost savings by avoiding
around eight admissions a day and
recommended further investment to
increase capacity and further facilities
to provide more testing and diagnostics.
Richard Ingrey, Service Manager for
the AEC, said: “We are extremely
grateful to Healthwatch Hounslow for
their work in reviewing our service.
It is very encouraging that they have
found the service to be achieving its
aim, particularly in improving the patient
experience. We have taken on board all
their comments and look forward to
making further enhancements that will
benefit our patients. Over the coming
year, we have plans for a number of
exciting developments as part of our
ongoing service improvement.”
The review also highlighted a need
for better information on the AEC
service for GPs and how they can refer
patients. It also recommended some
areas of improvement in the provision
of information for patients, particularly
those for whom English is not their first
language.

goingbeyond
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Speaker’s corner

Word from the atrium

Read about the key issues of the day in this regular
column submitted by staff. If you would like to contribute,
please email communications@chelwest.nhs.uk.

In each edition of Going Beyond, we’ll be
visiting both hospitals to get the word
from the atrium.

Making the best of
emergency services
By Dr Zul Mirza
Dr Zul Mirza is an Emergency Medicine Consultant in the A&E
department at West Middlesex University Hospital

W

hether you c all it A & E, the
Emergency Department or even
casualty it is often seen as the first port
of call for people who are unwell and not
sure where to go for help. However the
teams working there are highly trained
in treating people who are seriously ill
and require immediate treatment for
life threatening conditions. Examples
of this include persistent, severe chest
pain, breathing difficulties, severe
bleeding that cannot be stopped, badly
broken bones, loss of consciousness and
confusion or fits.

Both Chelsea and Westminster and West
Mid hospitals have very busy emergency
departments and between us we
treated almost a quarter of a million
people last year—that’s an average of
more than 650 per day, around the clock
365 days of the year.
Our two emergency departments are
regularly among the best performing in
London, treating and either admitting or
discharging the vast majority of patients
within the four-hour target.

Your GP (family doctor) should be the
first port of call for general health issues
and advice and will know your medical
history. If you are not registered with a
GP it is important you do so now, rather
than waiting until you are unwell.

When patients arrive they are assessed
and prioritised—we don’t operate a first
come first served system as treatment
is based on clinical priority.

More information on accessing the
right healthcare can be found on
a new mobile friendly website at
www.rightcarenwlondon.nhs.uk.

At West Mid we have an established
Urgent Care Centre (UCC) attached to
the ED. Staffed by experienced GPs,
nurses, healthcare assistants and other
healthcare practitioners it treats patients
with minor injuries and illnesses that
require urgent treatment. As well as the
UCC, we have a relatively new service
in the ambulatory emergency care unit.
These allow us to provide a better quality
service for all our patients, and help
ensure that they receive the right care
in the right place at the right time.

And another thing…

While we would always rather rule out
something serious there are a range
of NHS services that are better able to
treat and advise people with less serious
conditions.
Most people know to dial 999 if they
have a medical emergency that may be
life threatening, but you can also call
the NHS 111 service when you need free

goingbeyond
If you have a story idea, article or
letter to the editor for the next issue
of Going Beyond, please contact the
Communications Department by Friday
8 January.
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I am the co-lead on alcohol at the Royal
College of Emergency Medicine and
was recently invited to the House of
Commons to make a presentation at an
All Party Parliamentary Group on Alcohol
Harm Inquiry, chaired by Fiona Bruce MP.
The focus of the session was to gain an
understanding of the amount of time
and resources that alcohol related issues
place on blue light services—including
the police, f ire, ambulance and
hospital—and how excessive alcohol
consumption can affect the work of
front line emergency staff.
Representing hospital emergency
services, I was an adviser to the Institute
of Alcohol Studies which produced a
report on the subject. The inquiry
gave an opportunity to talk about
the experience of doctors working in
London’s busiest A&E departments.

Editor: Jon Hanlon
T: 020 3315 8284/x58284
E: jon.hanlon@chelwest.nhs.uk
Designer: George Vasilopoulos
T: 020 3315 2767/x52767
E: georgevs@chelwest.nhs.uk

Patient Support Volunteers, C&W

If there’s a question you’d like to ask,
email communications@chelwest.nhs.uk.

What is your
favourite Christmas
song or film?
Colin Barnes and Linda
Woodward-Stammers

Infection Control Nurse Specialist and
Lead Infection Prevention and Control
Nurse Specialist, WMUH

Emma: My favourite Christmas film is
Love Actually and my favourite Christmas
song is All I want for Christmas. Katherine:
My favourite song is A spaceman came
travelling.

Samuel Laryea

health advice
and information
24/ 7. Tr ain e d
advisers and
medical staff will
assess your condition on the phone and
point you to the right service for fast
advice and support.
Many common winter ailments are
best treated at home with medicines
you can buy at a pharmacy, along with
plenty of rest. People often overlook
their local pharmacist when they feel
unwell. However these highly trained
and experienced health professionals
can give free confidential advice
and recommendations on how to
treat things like coughs and colds,
flu, diarrhoea, upset stomachs and
headaches.

Emma Hadley and
Katherine Hutchings

Lead Finance Manager, WMUH

Colin: My favourite song has to be
Silent Night. Linda: Love Actually is my
favourite Christmas film. You have to
watch it every Christmas! It’s just such
a feel-good film.

Victoria Maby

Hospital School Volunteer, C&W

My favourite song is either Jingle Bells
or Once in Royal David’s city.

Lana Atkinson

Legal Services Coordinator, WMUH

My favourite Christmas film is Bad Santa
and my favourite song is Do they know
it’s Christmas but it has to be the 1984
Band Aid version.

My favourite Christmas film is Miracle on
34th Street—Richard Attenborough as
Father Christmas is just brilliant.

Letter to the editor
Diana Keay (Foundation Trust member)

T

he London Borough of Hounslow is
closing Church Street, which provides
access to the rear entrance of West Mid.

Response from Lesley
Watts (Chief Executive)

All hospital-bound traffic will need to use
the already congested Twickenham Road,
where the main entrance is located.

“We are keen to ensure the ease in which
patients, visitors and staff can access
the hospital is not affected and we
look forward to continued discussions
with the London Borough of Hounslow
around this trial road closure.”

Hounslow is the third worst borough in
terms of pollution. Extra slow-moving
traffic will cause even higher pollution
levels right next to the expanded
maternity unit.
If this concerns you, please contact a
trust governor.

If you would like to write a letter
to the editor, please email it to
jon.hanlon@chelwest.nhs.uk.

Twitter: @chelwestft
@westmidhospital
Facebook: fb.com/chelwest
W: www.chelwest.nhs.uk
E: communications@chelwest.nhs.uk
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